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•Most of the bursary recipients were doctoral students, 
so this will be geared toward them, and VERY early 
career faculty.
•We will hopefully have lots of time at the end for 

specific questions you might have
• Outline:
• Determining where you want to work
• Improving your CV (necessary both for jobs and 

tenure), primarily through research and publication
•Making as sure as you can that you will fulfill tenure 

expectations

Getting the pulse of this audience



First, know yourself, and understand 
your future employment options
• We will concentrate primarily on researchers who want a career 

at a research intensive (R1) University
• These are primarily the kinds of universities that have PhD programs J
• However, the majority of communication sciences/disorders programs 

are NOT research-intensive
• They will expect more teaching, clinical work, etc., and less research, and less if any 

pressure to get grants.

• What is the future you seek to have?
• It also may be easier to go from an R1 to other types of 

universities, than the other way around.



Things almost all Universities want to see 
from you
• Published as well as presented research

• In rigorously peer-reviewed journals
• Some work on which you are lead author
• Some mixing of collaborators

• Teaching experience
• Having your own class much preferable than being a TA, although this can 

wait until late in your PhD program

• Not too much “service”: this is not your UG application
• However, you will need to look like you WILL do service if hired (more on this 

later)



Step 1: Get yourself some mentoring, and 
keep getting it
• Not just your PhD advisor, and not just one that 

Universities may assign you as new faculty
• Make use of mentoring! (don’t just listen, try to 

DO what is recommended)
• Find (a) good ones (sometimes required), 

potentially for different things
• Use campus-level Advance (NSF) resources and 

Chronicle of Higher Ed resources when 
available to solve specific issues (e.g., making a 
teaching portfolio, interviewing do’s and 
don’ts…



2. Developing your long-term research goals
• Start with what you already do
• Make 1-, 3- and 5 year goal sets
• How can you maximize next steps?
• Can you network to branch out with your current interests?
• Find the appropriate funders (prior talk)?
• Use start-ups (if just hired) to conduct reasonable, small pub 

next step work
• Use mentoring to explore possible affinities of current work 

with others on campus
• Trade-offs between continuing with your original mentor and 

establishing independence



Make time for writing!!!

• Figure out when it happens, and make it 
happen more often!
• Write up your doctoral projects
• Write up your dissertation
• Present your projects as you go along, 

take feedback, and incorporate into 
research design, writing, etc.



Try not to work in a trench, and other pitfalls

• Try working on multiple interests, BUT have a 
coherent theme to what you do
• Always try to see the long-term vision of what 

interests you
• E.g., where can you go from here?

• Sometimes the most expedient thing to get published 
is to work with typical populations on basic questions
• For instance, although we all want to cure something, 

intervention work is not for the faint of heart or for 
people with a time-line to graduation or tenure



Find communities of scholars to play with

• NETWORK! Science is no longer done by loners
• Find others with possible approaches, populations, or questions that 

can mesh with yours
• IMHO, poster presentations are invaluable for this aspect of your 

development
• Rather than talking quickly to a dark room full of listeners

• My examples: TalkBank, Stuttering and word retrieval; Depression and 
mother-child communication…
• actually, basically everything I have done since my dissertation 

came from interacting with others.



Setting up your lab/research group
Even as a Ph.D. student
Most of you know first-hand:
Students are an amazing resource (as are you to them):

• Find them at all levels of program
• UGs are often desperate to work with faculty and grad students
• Treat them WELL!

Give them clear missions and skills
• Project manuals, lab meetings on a regular basis
• Use your more mature students to help mentor and guide newer ones.
• Encourage their participation at ASHA and other conferences, at on-campus 

research fairs and give them credit for work done
• It builds our field, but also builds your APT portfolio – mentorship is a 

valued commodity, even for fresh PhD graduates
• SO PUT IT ON YOUR CV



For both students and new faculty

• A little ADHD is a good thing, but too much is a 
recognized disorder!
• The trick is bringing projects to completion 

(presentation, followed by publication)
• Even a small menu is wasted if you don’t generate a 

product
• Ask yourself – how do I estimate if this project is 

publishable and a good use of my time?
• Looking at colleagues’ past history of publication
• Getting involved in research design discussions 

early in the game to prevent heartache later on



3. How to get pubs out:
Where to send things & follow-up
• Figure out authorship credit up front BEFORE 

doing the actual work
• Consider journal rankings
• they do matter (e.g., JSLHR vs. 

Perspectives)
• Format the article for your selected journal 

up front
• Have others take a look at your ms. before 

submission
• It’s OK to jog editor that you are on a tenure 

time line



How to write to get published
• Make your question interesting!!!! Don’t make the 

reviewer wish s/he was reading the last page, when they 
are only three paragraphs into the document
• Don’t be linear in literature review: synthesize
• Provide evidence for conclusions (e.g., criticizing weak 

design without specifics to support it)
• Proof-read AND get someone else to read it before sending 

it.
• All work has weaknesses and some typical concerns; 

predict what the reviewers will not like or wonder about
• Get out ahead of such arguments – e.g., if you couldn’t 

control SES, analyze and see if it mattered



Writing resources:



Other writing tips
• Check your lit review, hypotheses, findings and discussion to 

make sure everything runs through consistently
• Don’t raise new analyses in discussion
• Do talk about weaknesses and future directions
• Don’t limit to the typical: “we could have used more 

participants”
• Try to anticipate reviewers’ knowledge of the literature: don’t 

just eliminate references that run counter to your premises
• The ones you neglect were authored by Reviewer #2!

• For most of our journals, propose clinical or theoretical 
ramifications, even if they require much more development
• Avoid sending articles that elicit “meh”



A lot depends on writing:
How well and how often
• Carefully look at feedback ABOUT your writing

• I am still learning
• Be conscious of weaknesses and try to address them

• Figure out what it takes for you to write
• I am NOT going to give the typical advice about write x 

times/minutes a day, etc. because that’s not how I do it
• Ask when your best writing tends to happen, and try to 

make more of those times or schedule appropriately
• For me, frankly, it’s late at night

• Set deadlines for getting various things done
• I actually have a to-do list, paired with a calendar



Getting published – dealing with reviews
• FIRST, take a deep breath (and a couple of drinks)
• READ the reviews and respond appropriately!
• Highlight what is fixable and what is not
• The right answer may be another journal, unfortunately
• Don’t fight with reviewers!
• Rarely, if you think there was a large mess-up, talk to the 

Editor before blasting a letter
• **If you aren’t tenured, don’t ever blast a letter or email to 

ANYONE**
• To understand journal publication better, try your hand at 

reviewing
• Ask the editor to show you other reviews of the ms you 

reviewed
• You can work with mentors to jointly review, at most journals



A note on your CV

• Keep it simple and keep it focused on high quality entries
• Don’t “pad”

• E.g., a class lecture for your mentor is not an “invited lecture”
• Categories:

• Peer-reviewed publications
• Peer-reviewed conference/congress presentations
• Work in review; be careful with a long list of “research in progress”

• May want to play in advance with NIH biosketch format (very useful 
to have, even though it should be customized by project)
• But don’t use this template to apply for jobs



“To be” a post-doc or “not to be” a post-doc?

• That is the most common question!!!
• People disagree, especially in the current hiring climate.
• NBR: do a post-doc to get new skills you want/need. Otherwise, just 

get a job
• SEC: Some skills require a post-doc!!! And you can get a start on 

writing
• SBB: Some times, the family situation dictates!
• ALL OF US: don’t do a post-doc to put off

getting a job!!!!



In the end, many routes to where you wind 
up
•And some of us are still “en route”!

• Sharing some stories: NBR vs. SEC vs SB



Possible employment settings:

• Research Intensive 

• Teaching Intensive

• Medical/Research Center: varies

Research:
Published, 

preferably funded
Teaching –

can buy out 
on grants

Service

Academic 
teaching

Clinical 
instruction Research Service



Interviewing for jobs

• Tubs of helpful advice in the Chronicle of Higher Ed.
• Do your homework

• E.g., when they ask what you’d like to/can teach, don’t say, “I don’t know… 
what courses do you offer?”

• Look like you can “play well with others” (it’s actually one of the most 
important criteria but they can’t put it in the ads)
• See how many points of common interest you might have with other faculty

• Have an elevator speech – your interests explained, in simple and 
evocative terms, in less than 3 minutes
• Job talk: Don’t recap your thesis defense; embed what you do in a 

larger context



Making sure you understand the climate 
you are in/interviewing for
• Both as a student, and as a new faculty member, make sure you know what 

will be expected of you.
• Get all tenure and promotion documents (hereafter APT) in any job search. 
• Do not accept any oral promises of what counts in your 

promotion/tenure process; if a program doesn’t have some written 
guidelines, be very suspicious
• note: they won’t have simple counts, but rather, general descriptions 

that we will talk about further.
• Be sure you understand policies for “stopping the clock” for children, 

family, unforeseen problems (e.g., delays in lab construction)
• Get advice on a list of start-up requests, have it ready
• Make it clear why you need things: “I need $X to buy Y to answer 

these questions”



Teaching
• University-based teaching evals count!

• To get better ones: do the “One minute test” 
a few weeks into a class

• Read them carefully and work with a mentor 
to address valid concerns

• Ways to gain student appreciation:
• Informative syllabus, clear assignments and 

grading expectations
• “Life is an open book exam”: find ways to let 

students show you how much they have 
learned, rather than how little – you’ll both 
be happier.

• Respect for the students 

Ways to keep sane, because teaching is 
work:
• Try not to do too many “preps” – try to 

manage a limited number of different 
courses

• Even writing-intensive assignments will 
be easier to mark if you give clear 
expectations

• See if your campus uses undergraduate 
TA experiences to help with office hours



The one-minute test:

• In this class,
• What is going right?
• What needs to be changed?
• What would help me get more out of this class?

• Read them and reflect on them briefly back to the class, spending much 
more time on the second two points, and discussing possible changes you 
AND THEY may make

• Research suggests that students rate professors better who engage in this 
or similar exercises
• (it’s not a bad therapy tool, either, but that’s another subject)



Service
• You shouldn’t be expected to do too much before tenure, 

• but …
• Be sure that, if service is taking lots of time, someone up 

the ladder (even outside the Dept if necessary) knows this 
and recognizes it.
• You CAN do departmental and campus service without 

tears – some groups do not meet often, or have large work 
loads. Check out your options.
• Some can be quite fascinating, if not because of topic, because 

of the other faculty you get to meet.
• Try for some balance: don’t be the person who constantly 

gripes that teaching and service are not important to you, 
only your research. Try to be as good a citizen as you can: 
these are the folks voting on your APT packet.



Things that can derail you on the road to 
graduation and APT
• Managing the work load (between your program, teaching, 

possible supervision, time sink committees)
• Evaluate cost/benefits; Have an honest conversation about what will 

count for APT, especially if you will be evaluated next to an economist 
or anthropologist who doesn’t supervise or review 300 applicants for 
grad school.

• Try to gain some accommodations for at least a few years of your initial 
appointment

• Teaching fatigue: find colleagues who have taught similar 
classes; look at their syllabi and assignments for ideas – it can 
often be quite collegial all around
• Examine where time was spent last time and what you can do to make 

it less



Other ways to get off track:
• Too many seeds planted, too little 

crop harvested
• The flip side’s not good either, 

getting into a singular rut in terms 
of research themes, but…
• Be sure balance the right number 

of ideas capable of reaching 
publication or funding
• Align yourself with other 

productive people, not just 
people with good ideas

• Less than optimal mentor/mentee 
relationships
• No one can probably give you everything 

you need: get ones with the strengths 
you need,

• As well as a couple who are just people 
you can talk to (ASHA MARC mentors do 
help with this, if you land one you like)



Getting de-railed (continued)
• Getting published, funded, having people adore you, etc. is not 

an easy job!
• You will hit some bumps
• (So does everyone else: all jobs essentially rely on someone’s 

evaluation of you, some more publically than others)

• You will get angry and upset and perhaps down on occasion
• You need to sort out

• How you feel vs.
• What are you going to do about it?



“They hated my article/grant app/course”:

• First of all, few things succeed/get accepted/funded on 
the first try. Face it. Deal with it.
• Get out your hi-lighters:

• What did they like?
• What did they hate?
• What did they think you needed/could do to fix things?

• This may start to look familiar J

• Even a rejected pub/triaged grant is probably salvageable
• Resist the urge to give up
• Read through feedback with other co-authors, mentor, other 

folks you trust to see the big picture with you



Other ways to survive and thrive on the way 
to seeing your plan through
• IMHO, a good part of a multi-year plan for yourself should also involve 5 

years of doing things you like to do:
• If you don’t like teaching, research, or other things you are being asked to do, you 

may want to reflect on why that is?
• What can bring the joy back to these activities?

• There are some aphorisms about how life is not a destination, it’s a journey
• I think the same is true of tenure and promotion
• The goal is not a grant and 10 pubs; the goal should be to be productive doing things 

you value. The grant and pubs are likely to follow.
• If you try to surround yourself with good colleagues, mentors and students, 

you should have a better time doing the things you’ve been told you need 
to do.



After all, we KNOW you aren’t in it for the 
money J



Guided discussion:

AND questions…


